Cancer Cell Membrane-Biomimetic Nanoprobes with Two-Photon Excitation and Near-Infrared Emission for Intravital Tumor Fluorescence Imaging.
Biomimetic fluorescent nanoprobes capable of emitting near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence (λmax ≈ 720 nm) upon excitation of 800 nm light were developed. The key conjugated polymer enabled two-photon absorption and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) processes within the nanoprobes, which imparted the nanoprobes with ideal NIR-incoming-NIR-outgoing fluorescence features. The cancer cell membrane (CM) coating endowed these nanoprobes with perfect biocompatibility and highly specific targeting ability to homologous tumors. It was believed that CM encapsulation provided an additional protecting layer for the photoactive components residing in the core of nanoprobes for retaining their intrinsic fluorescing ability in the physiological milieu. The long-term structural integrity, excellent photostability (fluorescence decrease <10% upon 30 min illumination of 800 nm pulse laser), high NIR fluorescence quantum yield (∼20%), and long in vivo circulation time of the target nanoprobes were also confirmed. The ability of these feature-packed nanoprobes for circumventing the challenges of absorption and light scattering caused by cellular structures and tissues was definitely confirmed via in vivo and in vitro experiments. The superior performances of these nanoprobes in terms of fluorescence signaling as well as targeting specificity were verified in intravital fluorescence imaging on tumor-bearing model mice. Specifically, these nanoprobes unequivocally enabled high-resolution visualization of the fine heterogeneous architectures of intravital tumor tissue, which proclaims the great potential of this type of probe for high-contrast fluorescence detection of thick biological samples in practical applications.